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The Creation Account of Genesis
Guidelines for an Interpretation
WALTER R. ROEHRS
INTRODUCTION

T

his paper addresses itself to the problem of how to read corrcaly what two
books have to say on the same subjea
matter.
In both of them God speaks to us of
what He has done. Since He docs not
contradia Himself, what He says in one
book must be found to be in accord with
what He proclaims in the other.
n1e two books of God are Holy Scripture and the book of nature. Both have
something to say to us about the topic of
creation.
Our task is to determine how to read
both in harmony with each other so that
what each says in its own way contributes
to our understanding of God's creative
work.
In our discussion, therefore, we are not
dealing with people who do not acknowledge God ns the author of one or the other
book or of both of them: the unbeliever,
the agnostic, the atheist, the materialist
The particular problem to which we are
addressing ourselves arises among people
who not only accept a personal God but
believe without reservation that God has
Walter R. Roehrs is professor of Old

Testament exegesis at Concordia SemioarJ,
St. Louis, Mo. This essay was presented substaotiallJ in this form to the Colorado District Pastoral Conference in the fall of 1964.

revealed Himsclf.1 Their oruy hope for
time and eternity rests in a Redeemer God
who is also the Creator God.
There is, however, among people with
these firm cooviaions a difference of
opinion on what both books actually have
to say about creation. Io full accord with
the assumption that both books are in perfect harmony in what they say in their
own way on this subjca, they nevertheless
disagree on the way in which some aspects
of both are to be understood and interpreted if the testimony of both books is
to agree.
Some have read widely and intensively,
that is, professionally, in the book of acation. Some have delved deeply into the
mystery of both revelations. I am not
qualified to render a verdia as to whether
their exegesis of the text of natural phenomena is valid. I do not suppose that
there are many who will claim competence
as interpreters of both. But as professional
interpreters of Scripture we ought to look
intelligently and devoutly into the teachings of Scripture and to enmine them
1 Heb. 11:3: By faith we undemaad that tbe
world wu aeated by the Word of. God. so tbu
what is seen wu made out of thiap which do
not appear. ''The Biblical doctrine of creation is
based on divine reveladoo ud undemoocl onlJ
fmm the 11a11dpoiot of faith ••• The work of
creation, 00 less than the m,scelT of redemption,
is bidden fmm man and a.o be perceived onlJ
by faith." TIJ. N•111 Bil,/• D;a;o,,.,, (London:
The Iocer-Varsic, Pellowship, 1962), p.269.
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ever anew to see what they do say about
creation and what they do not say.
The problem as jwt outlined no doubt
has one of its main foci in the opening
chapters of Scripture. The basic question
is whether this account is intended to have
what has been called a literal meaning,
that is, whether the words and terms here
wed are intended to have a direct correlation and congruence with the phenomena
and processes they describe, or whether
some words are here put together in such
a way that they have a literal meaning in
the form and framework of metnphorical
or anthropomorphic language.
In approaching this problem we will
also take for granted that we are dealing
with people who accept a few other axioms
of Biblical interpretation. First among
these is the principle that Scripture interprets Scripture. In our specific question,
then, we can expect that what Scripture
says about creation in one place and in one
way must be so understood as to be in
agreement with what it says in other places
and in other ways. It is therefore valid
procedure to quote Scripture to throw
light on Scripture.
Another uiom deals with the peculiar
purpose of each of the two books of revelation. Scripture is to be read, says St. Paul
to Timothy, primarily because it is "able
to instruct [us] for salvation through faith
in Oirist Jesus" (2 T"JJD. 3:15). No one
will or can get this wisdom by reading the
book of nature. At the same time what
Scriprwe. in pursuing its chief function,
says about man, the object of God's redemption, about his origin and that of his
environment, the world in which he lives,
is no less true. In fact, what Scripture says
about man, bis origin, and bis world is, u
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we shall see, so inextricably intertwined
and interlocked with its teaching of salvation that we blur its redemptive message
or even undermine it if any attempt is
made to distinguish between the reliability of what it says about God as man's
Creator and about the God who is the
Redeemer of His creation.
Perhaps we should also mention another
obvious fact which, however, has important
implications. God speaks dearly enough
in both books of revelation to achieve His
purpose. People who fail to respond to
what God says in nature and through the
conscience with which He has created them
are without excuse and incur God's wrath,
because He made man as he is and has
endowed him as he is. In dealing with
such as have only this revelation, God will
act both in justice and in mercy. The
point we wish to make here is that God
tells us more fully and more clearly in
Scripture than in the book of nature what
He wants us to know about Himself and
us, His creatures.
It is also true that both are given in
a way that requires man's intelleaual capacities - a gift of the Creator-to play
a part in man's response and responsibility.
But in our effort to read what God has
written in the book of nature, we are by
far more dependent on inferences and deductions made by our reasoning power.
Because of the fallibility of the observations of our senses and of the limited
validity of the conclusions we draw from
them, what we read in the book of nature
dare never contradict what God has said
more dearly, more immediately, and in
many ways in Scripture. The remark that
the Bible is no textbook of science is true
if we want to imply thereby that its main
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purpose is to make us wise to salvation.
But let no science book persuade us to deny
anything that the Bible teaches about what
God considered nece553t)' for us to know
also about aeatlon as an aid in achieving
His main purpose of making us wise unto
salvation.
Having defined and established the
issues under consideration and having
agreed on a framework of nxioms within
which by common consent we can operate
in seeking an answer to the question, we
shall proceed as follows:
First we want to see the teaching of
acatlon in the perspective of Saipture as
a whole.
Then we shall note the various ways and
forms of language which Scripture employs
to tell us about creation.
Finally, we shall turn to Genesis 1 and
2 more directly and draw some conclusions
regarding what these chapters teach on

the basis of what we learn from Scripture

as a whole.

I
FOR WHAT PURPOSB AND JN WHAT CON•
NECTJON DOES 5CR.IPTURB TEACH WHAT
IT DOES ABOUT CREATION?

One of the rules of interpretation that
is generally accepted as valid for the purpose of understanding Scripture, or any
literature for that matter, requires that
every passage or part be examined in its
context. Since this is merely a corollary
of the axiom that Scripture must interpret
Scripture, we did not mention it previously. If the teaching of Saipture is a
consistent whole in its prime purpose of
making man wise unto salvation, then
~ part of it must fall into place to serve
that end, as the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle
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have meaning only when they are fitted
together to form a picture.
The teachings of Scripture on creation
certainly are no exception to this rule. The
passages that deal directly or indirectly with
this subject cannot be treated atomistically,
that is, out of context, but must be seen as
contributing their share to the purpose and
intent, that is, to the meaning, of Biblical
revelation as such.

In our endeavor to see the teaching of
Scripture on aeation in this perspective,
we will initially omit the opening chapters
of Genesis and the question of their larger
context and turn to the rest of Scripture.
When we find references to creation, we
ask: In what kind of conrext do they
occur? What do they teach in their Setting? What do they contribute to the purpose of Scripture to make man wise unto
salvation?
We shall summarize the salient points
in a number of theses and then add some
passages to support them. Space permits
the quotation of only a few pertinent passages. In each case more could be added.

Th•m A
First we note that in Scripture the fact
of creation is stated as an uoargued axiom,
just as the existence of God is Dot proved
but taken for granted. Only the fool says:
"There is no God." There is DO ontological
or philosophical reasoning to support the
bare statement that heaven and earth as
well as man are the work of God's bands.

Is. 42:,: Thus says Goel, the lord, who
aeated the heavens and metcbed them
out, who spread forth the earth and what
comes from it, who sives breath to the
people upon it and spirit to those who
walk in it:
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Ps. 146:5, 6: Happy is he whose help
is the God of Jacob, whose hope is in
the Lord his God, who made heaven and
earth, the sea, and all that is in them; who
keeps faith for ever;
2 K;ngs 19:15: And Heiekiah prayed
before the Lord and said: '"O Lord the
God of Israel, who ut enthroned above
the cherubim, Thou art the God, Thou
alone, of all the kinsdoms of the earth;
Thou hast made heaven and earth.
l Cbran. 16:26: For all the gods of the
peoples are idols; but the Lord made the
heavens.

N,h. 9:6: Thou art the Lord, Thou
alone; Thou hast made heaven, the heaven
of heavens, with all their host, the earth
and all that is on it, the seas and all that
is in them; and Thou preservest all of
them; and the host of heaven worships
Thee.

Ps.24:l, 2: The earth is the Lord's, and
the fullness thereof; the world, and those
who dwell therein; for He has founded it
upon the seas and established it upon the
rivers.
Ps. 33:6: By the Word of the Lord the
heavens were made; and all their host by
the breath of His mouth.
Ps. 74:16: Thine is the day, Thine also
the night; Thou hast established the luminaries and the sun.
Cf. also Ps. 102:25; Prov. 3: 19; 22:2;
1 Sam. 2:8; Job 12:7-10; Jer. 10: 12;
32:17; 7.ech. 12:1.

Tb•nsB
As some of these passages already indicate, this fact of creation is never presented isolated
merely as an
or detached
truth that is developed for its own sake.
When we look at them more closely, we
shall see that the fact of creation always
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appears as an axiomatic b:LSis from which
something is to be deduced or by which
something is to be established. From creation man is to know not so much how he
came to be, bur, more important, what his
relationship co his Creator should be particularly in view of the Creator's purpose
to be fallen man's Redeemer in his separation from his Creator. The correlation is:
because God created, therefore • • • man
is reminded of creation in order to draw
a response from him.
The first response is that of uusr.
1. Because God is the Creator, He has
the power to save His fallen creature. Man
can uust His Redeemer in his fatal separation from God because the Redeemer is
the almighty, omnipresent, omniscient
Creator.

Ps. 124:B: Our help is in the name of
the Lord, who made heaven and earth.
Ps.121:2: My help comes from the
Lord, who made heaven and earth.
Ps. 146:5, 6: Happy is he whose help
is the God of Jacob, whose hope is in the

Lord his God, who made heaven and earth,
the sea, and all that is in them; who keeps
faith for ever;

ls. 37:16, 20: 0 Lord of hosrs, God of
Israel, who art enthroned above the cherubim, Thou art the God, Thou alone, of all
the kinsdoms of the earth; Thou hast
made heaven and earth • • • So now,
0 Lord our God, save us from his hand,
that all the kingdoms of the earth may
know that Thou alone art the Lord.
Is. 45:17, 18: But Israel is saved by the
Lord with everlasting salvation; you sball
not be put ro shame or confounded ro all
eternity. For thus says the Lord, who created the heavens (He is God!), who
formed the earth and made it (He estab-
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lished it; He did not create it a chaos, He
formed it to be inhabited! ) : "I am the
Lord, and there is no other."
Is. 48:12, 13: Hearken to Me, 0 Jacob,
and Israel, whom I called! I am He, I am
the First, and I am the last. My hand laid
the foundation of the earth, and My right
hand spread out the heavens; when I call
unto them, they stand forth together.
·]n.,1:14, 1': The Lord of hosts has
sworn by Himself; Surely I will fill you
with men, as many as locusts, and they
shall raise the shout of victory over you.
It is He who made the earth by His power,
who established the world by His wisdom,
and by His understanding stretched out
the heavens.
Cf. also: Ps. 89:8, 9, 11, 15-18; 90:2,
14; Is. 42:5, 6; 43:1; 50:2, 3; 51:9-13;
Jer. 31:31, 35, 36; 32:17, 20, 21, 23;
Zech. 12: 1, 2.

2. Scripmre reminds man of the Creator in order t0 evoke trust in his Redeemer. But even more general and
emphatic are the references in Scripmre
to the Creator for the purpose of eliciting
the response of praise for His creation and
redemption. Because God is the Creator,
therefore praise Him! We are not surprised about this because many of the
references to creation are found in poetic
end hymnic form such as we have
particularly in the Book of Psalms.
Ps. 148:,: Let them praise the name of
the Lord! for He commanded, and they
were created.

Ps. 9,:3-6: For the Lord is a great God,
and a great King above all gods. In His
hand are the depths of the earth; the
heights of the mountains are His also.
The sea is His, for He made it; for His
hands formed the dry land. 0 come, let
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us worship and bow down, let us kneel
before the Lord, our Maker!
Ps.136:1, 4-9: 0 give thanks to the
Lord . . • to Him who alone does great
wonders, for His steadfast love endures
forever; to Him who by understanding
made the heavens, for His steadfast love
endures forever; to Him who spread out
the earth upon the waters, for His Steadfast love endures forever; to Him who
made the great lights, for His steadfast
love endures forever; the sun to rule over
the day, for His steadfast love endures forever; the moon and stars to rule over the
night, for His steadfast love endures forever;

Ps. 146:,, 6: Happy is he whose help is
the God of Jacob, whose hope is in the
Lord his God, who made heaven and
earth, the sea, and all that is in them; who
keeps faith forever;
a. Because He is the Creator, He alone
should be glorified. How absurdly wicked
it is t0 worship anyone or anything besides Him and thus to raise the aeature to
the level of the Creator. In the Old Testament, and most trenchantly in the second
pare of Isaiah, such idolatry is scored with
biting sarcasm as nonsense: how smpid of
man to venerate and give homage to what
his hands or imagination fabricated instead of Him from whom man received his
hands and his mind.

Is. 40:18, 19, 21, 22, 26: To whom
then will you liken God, or what likeness
compare with Him? The idol! a workman casts it, and a goldsmith overlays it
with gold, and casts for it silver chains.
••. Have you not known? Have you not
heard? Has it not been told you from the
beginning? Have you not understood
from the foundations of the earth? It is
He who sits above the circle of the earth,
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aad its inhabitants a.re like grasshoppers;
•.• Lift up your eyes on high and see:
who created these? He who brings out
their host by number, calling them all by
name; by the greatness of His might, and
because He is strong in power, not one is
missing.

ls. 48:3, j, 7, 12, 13: The former things
I declnred of old, they went forth from My
mourh and I made them known; then suddenly I did them, and they C3.1De to pass.
• • • I declared them to you from of old,
before they came to pass I announced
them to you, lest you should say, "My idol
did them, my graven image and my molten
.imase commanded them." • . • They are
created now, not long ago; before today
you have never heard of them.••• "Hearken
to me, 0 Jacob, and Israel, whom I called!
I am He, I am the First, and I am th.e
Last. My hand laid the foundation of the
earth, and My right hand spread our the
heavens;

ls. 44:9, 24: .All who make idols are
nothing, and tbe thiass they delight in
do nor profit; their witnesses neither see
nor know, that they may be put to shame.
• • • Thus says the lord, your Redeemer,
who formed you from the womb: "I am
the lord, who made all things, who
stretched out tbe heavens alone, who
spread out the earth-Who was with me?
Cf. also Is. 51:12, 13; 45:5-7; Jer. 10:
10-13; 14:22; Hos. 8:5, 14; Is. 17:7, 8;
Ps. 135:5, 6, 15-18.

b. God desires to be praised and glorified by man because He alone is worthy of
such praise and glory as the Creator of
man. Furthermore, because of the transcendent power and unfathomable wisdom
of the Creator, man should not cease praising and glorifying Him, although the clay
does not understand the way in which the
Patter fashioned him or deals with him.
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Is. 40:27, 28: Why do you say, 0 Jacob,
and speak, 0 Israel, "My way is hid from
the lord, and my right is disregarded by
my God"? Have you not known? Have
you nor heard? The lord is the everlasting God, the Creator of the ends of the
earth. He does not faint or grow weary,
His understanding is unsearchable.
ls.4j:9, 10: Woe to him who strives
with his Maker, as earthen vessel with tbe
potter! Does the clay say to him who
fashions it, "What are you making?" or
"Your work: has no handles"? Woe to him
who says ro a father, "What are you begetting?" or to a woman, "With what are
you in travail?"
Prov. 30:4, j: Who has ascended to
heaven and come down? Who has prhered the wind in His fists? Who has
wrapped up the waters in a garment?
Who has established all the ends of tbe
earth? What is His name, and what is
His Son's name? Surely you know! Every
Word of God proves true; He is a Shield
to those who take refuge in Him.

Cf. also Is. 55:8, 9; Eccl. 3:11; 11:5;
12:1; Ps. 100:1-3.

Most of the passages that we have cited
refer to aeation more or less briefly. There
are, however, some sections of the Old
Testament besides Gen. 1 and 2 that deal
with this topic at greater length and in
a more sustained development of its significance. They are particularly Ps. 104,
Job 38 and 39, and Prov. 8.
We shall examine them briefly to determine what they conttibute to our understanding of the purpose of the Saiptural
teaching regarding aeation.

1. Psalm 104
The very first verse of this psalm tells
us why the psalmist is speaking of aea-
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tioo: "Bless the Lord, 0 my soul! 0 Lord
my God, Thou art very great! Thou art
clothed with honor and majesty." The
writer does not intend to give us a cosmology or an outline of the structure and
fuoction of the universe. He is merely
responding to the purpose which God had
in aeatiog man, as He expressed it in Is.
43: 21: 'The people whom I formed for
Myself that they might declare My praise."
Io his commentary on the Psalms, Weiser
puts it thus: ''The poet • • • bas painted
..• this picture which ... serves the representation of one religious idea only: the
idea that God has created that celestial
world for His own sake so that it might
serve His will, beu witness to His power
and wisdom, and reveal His glory; a
thought which states for all ages to come
the ultimate meaning of all study of nature." 2 Terrien gives as the topic of the
psalm: ''The Lord of the Seven Wonders."
These wonders are: "(1) the sky (vv.
2-4); (2) the earth (vv. 5-9); (3) water
(vv. 10-13); (4) vegetation (vv. 14-18);
(5) the moon and the sun (vv. 19-23);
(6) the sea (vv. 24-26); (7) the gift of
life ( vv. 27-30) ." a Because God is such
a Lord of glory, therefore "I will sing to
the Lord as long as I live; I will sing praise
to my God while I have my being." (v. 33)
In other words, the funaion of this
psalm serves the same purpose that we
stated above, particularly in Thesis B, 2.
The same holds true of other "hymns of
2 Artur Weiser, D;. Psttlm•• (Gottingea:
Vandeahoeck & Ruprecht, 1935); Ens. traaL,
Herbert Hartwell, Th• Psttlr,,s (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Piess, 1962), p. 667.
a Samuel Terrien, Th• Pulr,,s (New York:
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1952), pp. 54
1D

56.
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nature" in the Psalter which contain longer
or shorter meditations on creation as the
work of God's hands, such as: 8, 19, 24,
33, 65, 74, 89, 102, 135, 146.
2. Job 38-41
These chapters, which are some of the
most sublime seaioos in the Old Testament, are a sustained and poetic effusion of
the thought which we mentioned in Thesis
B, 2, b: because of the traoSCCndent power
and unsearchable wisdom that God displayed in creation and still manifests in
the preservation of His creation, man
should not cease praising and glorifying
Him even when man does not understand
God's dealings with him.
As the result of severe trials, Job had
come to the verge of accusing God of being either unjust or of having lost control
over his destiny. His wife and his friends
had only further befuddled his groping
faith. Elihu had some helpful suggestions.
But Job's wavering and shaken confidence
in God is restored when "the Lord answered
Job out of the whirlwind." (38:1)
What was God's answer? It did not consist of a philosophical dissertation on the
origin and the presence of evil in the
world. Nor was it an abstruse harangue on
the justice of God. His answer is: "Where
were you when I laid the foundation of
the earth? Tell Me if you have understanding" (38:4). Again and again the
mysteries of aeation and its preservation
are hurled at Job with the question: ''Do
you know? Have you comprehended?"
When Job must remain speechless, God
drives home the point of it all: ''Will you
even put Me in the wrong? Will you condemn Me that you may be justified?" (40:8).
Confronted with a Creator God of such
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power and wisdom, Job abhorred himself
and repented in dust and ashes (42:6).
Although he does not get a direct answer
to the question why he is suffering. he is
rcscored to a relationship of trust in God.
The reminder of the wisdom of the Cteacor convinces Job that God knows why
He is doing what He does also in the case
of this particular aeature of His. The reminder of the power of the Creator satisfies Job that God is able to shape the
destiny of his little life so that he, like all
aeation, can glorify God.
3. Proverbs 8
Verses 22-31 of this chapter of Proverbs
refer to creation for the express purpose
of urging all men to "hear instruction and
be wise" (v. 33). Wisdom is personified
and portrayed as existing "at the first, before the beginning of the earth" (v. 23)
and as being "beside Him [the Cteat0r].
... rejoicing before Him always" (v. 30).
Wisdom of such a nature can be ignored
only at the risk of life itself.
In summarizing our review of these
longer passages. we can say that all of them
develop the theme of creation for the
same purpose that we noted in the shorter
references of Scripture; they arc designed
to teach what man's attitude to God should
be because of man's relationship to Him
as his Creator. They do not treat of acation for its own sake or as a topic by itself.
They arc not intended primarily to give an
IICCOUDt of the processes of creation.

4. Genesis 1 and 2
In our effort to place the references to
creation in Scripture int0 their contezt, we
finally come to the opening chapters of
Scripture. At this point we arc still not
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attempting to determine di.rectly what
these chapters say about the "what" and
the "how" of aeation, but merely to see
them in their larger context and thus to
establish a perspective as an aid for their
proper interpretation.
In all the rest of Saipture we found aeation referred to in shorter or longer
sections not primarily for the purpose of
giving us an account of what happened.
Cteation is not described for its own sake
but is given a supporting role. It serves as
the basis or axiom of faith in a soteriological context. Reference is made to creation
that man might the better know his
Redeemer. Since He is at the same time
the Creator who upholds all things by the
word of His mouth and is therefore able to
save to the uttermost, the believer has not
misplaced his trust in such a Redeemer.
Conversely, man owes his Redeemer praise,
glory, honor, and obedience and is remiss
if he withholds this response because the
Creacor has made him for no other purpose.
Does Genesis fit into this general framework? If by Scripture's own definition its
prime purpose is to make us wise untO
salvation, what part, if any, does the opening section of our Bible play in God's plan
of salvation?
We will be going in the right direction
in answering this question if we remind
ourselves first of all of the faa that the
Old Testament in its entirety is above all
a history of salvation, Hnlsgt1schieh1t1. We
can use this term although it has been
used improperly, for example, to imply
that the record of these events is not historically true according to our canons of
history. The whole Old Testament tells us
how in the mystery and economy of
revelation God proceeded through the cen-
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tw'ies to ful611 His promise of the Savior,
"destined before the foundation of the
earth" ( 1 Peter 1: 20) . All of it is prehistory of Jesus Christ. God determined
that the Savior was not to be born immediately after man's fall into sin which
doomed him to a diS:1strous separation
from God. It is not for us to ask why but
to believe that God knew what He was
doing when He waited till the time of
Caesar Augustus and Pontius Pilate for the
k11iros, the great moment of history when
salvation was no longer promise but fact
- on Christmas Day, on Good Friday, on
Easter morning, on Ascension Day, and
on Pentecost Day.
Many things were ordained of God to
happen in the intervening history of mankind. But all of them were aimed at this
great climax of history just as dearly and
unerringly as the needle of the compass
points to the magnetic north pole. Or, to
use another figure of speech, this S:1viog
purpose runs like a golden thread all
through the Old Testament.
From the fallen race of Adam God chose
Abraham as the bearer of the promise. Of
the descendants of Abraham, He chose
Isaac. Through ISllBC's son, Jacob, God
created a people, a nation, again for the
sole purpose that when His aim is achieved,
Jesus could say: "Salvation is from the
Jews." (John 4:22)
The earliest redemption history that we
have just summarized is set forth and
marked out in the ten big chapters or series
of loldOlh (generations) of the Book of
Genesis. They are the arrows on the signposts which point in the direction that
God's road of salvation is to take.
Seen in this perspective of God's revelation, each of these ten chapters is not world
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history as such, but they trace the first steps
that God t00k toward Bethlehem and Golgotha. The first chapter heading or
toledo1h (2:4) ends in 4:26. It sets the
stage by telling us that man, created in
perfect harmony with God and in a world
that was good as it left the creative hand
of God, is now through the Fall in need
of salvation and has received the first
promise of that salvation.4
The second loletloth ( S: 1) likewise relates the history of Adam's descendants
to Noah only to the extent that it gives us
the links in the line of the bearers of God's
promise and assures us that they survived
in a wicked world that God bad destroyed
with the Flood.
The same holds true of the 1oletlo1h of
the sons of Noah: Shem, Ham, and Japheth.
All interest in general history is resolutely
set aside to continue the thread of salvation in the loletloth of Shem (11:10) and
in the tolerJoth of Terah (11:27), the
father of Abraham. The line of the Edomites is merely mentioned in the toletloth
of Esau and left undeveloped as if to indicate that the writer is aware of the existence of other people and wants to emphasize that the line of God's purpose
continues in Jacob and his descendants and
not in Esau and the Edom.ires. ( Cb. 36)
4 We do not have under the heading of this
fint series of toktloth a 1CCODd creation acmuat
at varillDce with that of Chap. 1. Gerhard voa
Rad DJS in his Th.olop i•s 11.ltn T•s,-.,,,s
{Munich: Kaiser, 19,7); Bag. aaas., D. M. G.
Slalker, Thnlon of 1h. OU T•"-nl: {New
York: Harper and B10then, 1962), I, p.136
••• 'The Jabwist [u the sowce hn,otbesis alls
the author of Chap. 2] • • • does not in fact
treat of the aearioa of the world at all" Von
Rad, however, does believe that Gen. 2 is hued
OD a cWfereat cosmolop:al 'YJew UOID d:iac of
Gea.1.
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When the 10th and last 1oletlo1h comes

• • . lies at the basis of the creation stories

to a dose at the end of Genesis, we are

in J and P. . • • From there they [these
accounrs] draw the line out toward themselves and toward Israel, the tabernacle,
etc. • . • The expansion of the old credo
by means of such a preface tremendously
broadened the theological basis of the
whole thing. . • • The beginning of this
divine histOI)' was now put back in time
to creation." 0
At this point, then, we have merely tried
to see the creation account in Genesis as
it relates itSelf to the entire book with its
ten 1oletlo1h and thereby to the entire Old
Testament. We shall come back to the
account itself later to tI)' to establish what
it does say in this context. If, however, our
interpretation is to be valid, we must remember this context and dare not lose
sight of the main purpose which this account is to serve in the perspective of
the whole.

ready for the next major development in
the histoI)' of salvation. The Book of
Exodus shows that a whole nation, sprung
from the loins of Jacob and his twelve
sons, was designed to be the means by
which salvation was to come for all people.
The rest of the Old Testament is the account of how Israel served this purpose.
.Although it failed and w:as destroyed as
a national entity, God found a way to Cati)'
out His promises through a remnant.
Now these early chapters of salvation
histoI)', these ten toletloth of Genesis, have
in turn a prologue.11 There are 34 verses
that precede the first division of the book
and contain the creation account. What we
want to get into focus at this point is the
place of these 34 verses in relation to the
whole first book of salvation. We ought
to be able to say that they are designed to
have the function of an introduction: to
lead inlo the subject matter that the book
itself sets out to present. We can therefore conclude that the opening verses of
Scripture have as their prime purpose to
motivate and introduce the grand theme
of Genesis ( and of all subsequent books) :
what God did and said for man's salvation. As a prologue they set the stage, as
it were, on which the drama of salvation
is to be played. Von Rad says: 'This soteriological understanding of creation also
11 The cerm "pmlogue" is not to be underslDOd u assigning m dine opening wrses a position of sea>ncwy impona.nce or of deuacting
from their authority as the inspired Word of
God (d. the "prologue" of the Gospel IICCOrding to John). What is ievealed OD the first pqe
of Scripcure is • buic and crucial article of faith,
also "-""'• it is iDCIOductory ID alvarion

history.
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II
How

DOES ScRIPTURE PRESENT
TBACHING OF CREATION?

ITS

We now turn again to the entire Old
Testament to get a general view of how it
presents its teaching about creation and
thus achieves its purpose of making us
wise unto salvation.
We said at the outset that the message
of God's cwo books cannot but be in perfect harmony. If they are read as contradicting one another, the fault must lie in
the way that one or the other or both are
read and understood. The rules of interpretation vary in the two books. Each has
irs own language as the medium of conveying what God has to say. Perhaps we
8

Pp. 138 f. Von Rad usumes that the Penthe hismry

tateuch cook its present shape late in
of the Old Testament.
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should also say in passing that man will
never be able to exhaust what it presented
in both. As he reads in both, man must
exclaim: "Oh, the depths of the mystery
of God!" The Christian interpreter of
both must therefore be prepared to let
God say what He does and not insist that
God's thoughts conform to his own way of
thinking.
But if we as theologians want to tell the
professional reader of the book of nature
what the Bible says about creation, we must
first of all bric.fly look at the language in
which the message of Scripture is couched.
Unles we recognize that God employed
human language in various modes and
forms of expression, we will fail to understand what God is saying and get a
distorted picture of His revelation in
Scripture.
Before we look at these various modes
of expression, we might preface our investigation with the remark that we must
keep in mind that regardless of the form of
language used, Scripture is always wholly
true. What it teaches also by means of
a literary device or circumlocution is fact
to be accepted as wholly true. It tells man
how things are. Man is to know facts when
he asks: What must I do to be saved? The
Scriptures are factually true in all respects.
Nevertheless, it is equally true that we
must not confuse the factual truth with
the literary form in which that truth is
presented. What Scripture teaches in one
mode of human speech must harmonize
with what it teaches when it uses another
wordsTo
way of expressing the same lesson.
distinguish these various forms they can
be categodzed by giving them labels. We
shall try to group them under three broad
classifications.
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A. The Us1111l or Li1e,lll Mening of Wortls
The language used in Scripture is first
of all composed of words that are to be
understood direcdy or in their literal
meaning. There is direct correspondence
becween the words in their usual sense
and the meaning they are to convey. The
words are the immediate bearers of the
meaning. We need not cite many examples
to illustrate what we mean when we say
that the words of a passage (smsus lilnaa)
have a literal meaning ( se-111111 li1era/i.s).
When God said to Israel: "I brought you
up out of the land of Egypt," (Amos 2:10)
there is a direct transfer of meaning from
these words in their usual sense. They do
not individually or collectively compose
something unreal, a figure or picture, which
is to be the medium of what they teach.7

B. The Pip,111i11e or Me1aph1si&al
Meaning of W onls
Scripture also teaches what is actually
and literally true (sensus lilnlllis) by using
words that have a figurative sense.• 1he
words themselves (smsus lilwa•) arc not
the lesson, but what they teach is found
in the picture that they form. At the risk
of oversimplification, we include here
T

Ludwig P'uerbri.naer, Tb.olo,udJ• Hn-

"""'"'M
(Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 1912), p.14: Dr, Bn1,1 IM6 _,,.1,.
""" USS tin A.IIIOr , .... 'IP"OM ;,. n1ntliel,n
1•b1W1UJI
,nul so Hrs,.,,_ fllis.
so• fllill """"
m111nJ• GnillM • •
•••• A.116111111111 fortlnr,. (''Unless dlel'e ue
cogent muom to die contrary, die exesete muse

B•-••I

IHd
,,;,1,,

cake it for gmited chat die author bu used bia
according to their mil mei!Ding, ancl chat
he wishes to have diem 10 WlClcncood.")
a To disdaguisb between die lite.r:al ancl the
figurative use of words in literatuie, scholars
also use the terms "denoudve" ancl "am1101adve."
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everything that is called allegory or metaphor, as well as p:ira.ble and fable.
Scripture itself must be consulted in
an attempt to determine from the immediate or wider context whether words are
used nguratively or not. Sometimes the
point of comparison is given in the passage
itself. This is the case in the pambles
when Jesus says that the kingdom of God
is "like" something. The point of comparison is also dearly indicated in passages
such as this: ".As a father pities bis children, so the Lord pities those who fear
Him" (Ps. 103:13). Usually we have no
uouble recognizing the use of ngurative
language even when the passage itself
does not alert us to its use. When God
says to Israel: "I bore you on eagles' wings"
(Ex. 19:4), no one is so foolish as to
imagine that this means that in bringing
the Israelites up from Egypt God supplied
them with eagles upon which the nation
could float through the air. Nor does this
figurative way of speaking of the Exodus impair or invalidate the historical factuality of the nonngurative Statement:
''I brought you up out of Egypt."
Sometimes it is more difficult to distinguish between the literal and the ngurative use of words. We know what troubles
we have convincing millennia.lists that
Revelation 20 uses figurative language and
that such an apparently faetual datum as
1,000 years must be understood as a symbol
of an indennitely long period of time. Our
control again is that since the rest of Scripture would be in confilct with the literal
meaning of the words in this chapter, they
must be taken figuratively.
Sometimes cogent reasons cannot be
found to determine the question and we
may be free to choose between two in-
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terpretations if neither dashes with Scripture otherwise. The Song of Songs is such
an example. There are other passages of
Scripture where the bride-and-bridegroom
or the husband-and-wife relationship is
used as a comparison to teach the relationship of God to His people and of Christ
to His church. On the other band if the
words are ta.ken in their literal meaning,
the passage describes the marital bliss and
faithfulness, an accent which is also found
in Scripture.
C. Tha T,ypological ltfea11ing of lfl'ortls

We might say that when a pass:ige has
a typical meaning, it uses words both in
a literal and a certain figurative sense. In
Hos. 11:1 God says: "When Israel was a
child, I loved him, and out of Egypt
I called my son." This passage again means
exactly what is conveyed by the words:
"I brought you up out of the land of
Egypt." But in its redemption from Egypt,
this Isrnel afrer the flesh is also designed
by God to be a ngure or type of a much
greater salvation wrought by the only Son
of God, Jesus Christ, who likewise was
brought back from Egypt. It is in this
sense that Matthew (2: 15) quotes this Old
Testament passage.
After this brief survey of Biblical usage
of language in general, as exemplified by
references to the Exodus, we proceed to
look at the way in which Scripture presents its teaching about aeation. We shall
nod that here, too, it uses various modes
of expression to tell us that our Redeemer
is our Creator.
A. Literal
Since what Scripture wants to teach us
to make us wise to salvation is so often
and dearly presented in nonngurative
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language, we should expect that it also
contains statements concerning creation
that employ words in their liteml meaning. Some of the passages we have quoted
above belong in this category. Cf. Ps. 121:
2; Prov. 16:4; Jer. 32:17; Mark 10:6;
Rev. 4:11.
B. Figumtive

That the Redeemer God is also the Creator God is just as literally true when
Scripture uses figurative language in teaching this lesson. Since poetry is a form of
expression that by its very nature uses
figures of speech, we should expect to find
this mode of teaching especially in the
poetic section of Scripture. Cf., for example, Ps. 8:3; Is. 48:13; 66:2.
These passages speak of the Creator as
having hands and using them in the act
of creation. No one would insist that if
we want to accept what Scripture says
about creation, we must also believe that
God has hands and fingers. We call these
panicular figures of speech anthropomorphisms. Their use is not, however,
restricted to poetry. We find them also
in prose passages.o
God is a Being so high above our com-
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prehension that we can get some inkling
of who and what He is and what He does
only by analogy with ourselves. God is
not a Father as we become fathers. The
Son is born of the Father, but not as our
sons are born. The Spirit that proceeds
from the Father and the Son is not a wind
or breath in the normal sense of the
Hebrew and Greek words.

We have become so accustomed to some
of these figurative ways of speaking about
God that we are not perturbed by them
and are hardly aware that they are actually
very daring modes of expression. Even
when we are told that God "said" or
"spoke", we are confronted with an anthropomorphism. God does not have speech
organs that produce sounds as ours do.
In describing God as Creator and Preserver of His people, Scripture goes beyond
ordinary anthropomorphisms. It does not
hesitate to use figurative language that retains echoes of ancient heathen mythology.
(Ps. 89:10; Is. 51:9, 10; Ps. 74:12-16; Job
9:13; 26:12, 13)
It should be noted, however, that "in all
the Old Testament passages which speak
of 11 struggle between the Almighty, on the
one hand, and Rahab, Leviathan, and their
D Fuerbringer, p.13: A.1'mni11,,, ,. l!i,,.
variant designations, on the other, the
nsor,d•r• A.rl f/Olf Trap,,, ,;,,,l di• A.#lhropo- terms under consideration are mere figures
V .,.,.;el,1,,,,,.,,
hn1•,,om,non si,,tl,
,,,,,,sehliehn
R•d•weiser,,
morphin,,,. """ A.r,throfJo/ltlthismen
dn Sehri/1,
d•
di• 11am ,ne,isel,/iel,011 uib• """ of speech applied to powerful nations
f/01' dn
s.,,/,, """ d•r•• Kri/t•• which are hostile to God or His people,
"""
al Goll
we may not always be able at
••tr•1n 111orin. ( "A special and peculiar although
kind of tropes are the anthropomorphiUDS and this remote point of time to determine with
anthropopathiUDS of Holy Scripture, that is, fis- certainty what particular nation is meant.
ures of speech in which pans of the human . . • There is, accordingly, no evidence in
body and properties and functions of the human
soul are attributed to God.'') Fuerbrinser enu- these Bible passages of a conflia preceding
meratn the following examples from Scripture: the aeation, but there are very good
Ps. 8:4; 18:16; 34:16; 104:2, 29, 30; Is. 30:30; reasons for placing these struggles after the
49:16; Nab. 1:3; Deur. 26:15.-Gen. 6:6
(1 Sam.1':29); Gen. 18:21; 8:1; Ps.13:2.- creation. The whole theory of a Hebrew
cosmogony in which the making of heaven
Gen. 8:21; 19:22; Ps. 104:32; ]er. 31:26.
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and earth was preceded by 11 contest between the Creator and certain monsters, 1LS
in Enum11 elish, thus falls to the ground." 10
Even where Rahab and Leviathan are
not mentioned by name, there are allusions
to and use of expressions from the ancient
myths. Through most of Psalm 104, for
example, there is a strain of descriptive
expressions that appear to derive their form
from the heathen cosmogonies. 'The poet
has taken his colors from the palette of
the ancient nature mythology • . • and has
painted with them this picture, which, subduing everything that is of a mythical and
pagan nature, serves the representation of
one religious idea only: the idea that God
has created the celestial world for His own
sake so that it might serve His will, bear
wimess to His power and wisdom, and
reveal His glory." 11
In other words, in this psalm and in
other similar passages the Old Testament
speaks of God's aas in poetic language
which appears also in mythology but has
been fully demythologized and in this
language teaches us to praise our Creator
and Preserver. It would be folly to press
these words and to give them a literal
meaning as if they were meant to tell us
how God created the world.
We must also keep in mind that such
passages speak of a cosmology, the created
suuaure of the universe, in poetic, that is,
figurative language. It would be doing
violence to the intent of the sacred writer
to say that it must be true in a literal sense
that there are windows in the heavens,
pillars upon which the world rests, and
10

Aleunder Heidel, Th• BJJ,lo,,itn, G.,._

ms (Chicago: The UDivenic, of Chicago Press,
2d eel., 1951), pp. 108, 114.
u Weiler, p. 661.
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that the earth has four corners. Here
Weiser is inconsistent when he says of
Psalm 104: 'The poet reftects upon the
origin of the earth: God has driven away
the primordial Bood which once covered
the mountains ( v. 6) by the voice of his
thunder (v. 7) and has set an impassable
bound to the water (v. 9: cf. Job 38:10).
Thus the earth, shaped like a circular disc,
now Boats on the ocean and is yet firmly
est11blished on invisible foundations ( v. 5);
like the celestial palace, it is a wonderful
miracle wrought by God." 12
To get a proper understanding of what
Scripture reaches about creation, we must
therefore be fully aware that it frequently
presents its teaching in metaphorical
language. In other words, Scripture employs many figures of speech in its reference to the Creator and His act of creation
which must be recognized 1LS such and dare
not be pressed 1LS having a. literal meaning.
C. Typological
Scripture finally speaks of creation in a
typological sense. What the Creator once
did is used as a type of a fulfillment. the
final consummation of what God once
made. The antitype is called "the new
heaven and the new earth." We are told to
expect this new creation. Is. 65:17; 66:22;
2 Peter 3:13; Rev. 21:2.

ill
WHAT IS TAUGHT IN GBNBSIS 1 AND 2
AND CLEARLY SUPPORTED ELSB\VHERB
IN SauPTURES?

So far we have merely set the stage
for a discussion of the creation account
in Genesis. Our purpose was to let this
12

Ibid. Cf. Carl Gaenssle, "Velikovslc, and

the Hebmir Bible," CONCOIU)IA 'I'HBoLOGICAL

MONTHLY, (Peb.1952), 105-114.
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passage find its place in the full Biblical
perspective. We have seen that aeation
in Saipture is always made the basis for
the fact that God the Redeemer is the
God of aeation. Creation is referred to in
order that man might know what his
relationship to his Maker is, what the
Creator has done and is doing to save him,
how man is to respond to this Redeemer
Creator.

We have also seen that what Scripture
tells us of aeation is to be accepted by
faith as true. But this truth is presented
in various forms and modes of human
language. In some passages the words have
their obvious literal meaning. In others
the fact of aeation is clothed in figurative
language. And finally aeation is spoken
of as a type which will be fulfilled in an
antitype, the new heaven and the new
earth.

If we let Scripture interpret Saipture
in this way, we should now be in a position
to see what the Genesis account teaches.
To do so adequately would require another
paper at least as Jong as this one. We shall
merely deal with those aspects of these
opening chapters which are also taught
clearly in other parts of Saipture.13 In this
way we shall also become involved in the
question to what extent this account is
presented in figurative language or in a
poetic framework.
1. Genesis and the rest of Saipture
refute every notion of a naturalistic origin
of heaven and earth and all that is therein,
animate and inanimate. Therefore there is
11 Establish.iq the support for the ceacbiq
of Genesis reprdiq creation from other para
of Scripture does noc imply that only such truths
of Holy Writ mun be accepiecl u ue causht ia
more than om: puaae.
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no such thing as a materialistic evolution.
It is the consensus of the many, many passages strewn throughout the pages of Scripture that God is not a part of matter, but
a self-sufficient, independent personal
Being, outside and above what He has
made. Scripture gives the lie to every form
of monism.

2. Inherent in this teaching is the refutation of the theory that aeation is the
result of an emanation of God, that is,
every form of pantheism. In calling heaven
and earth into being by His Word, God
remained distinct from it after the event
occurred. Again there is no need to recall
the passages of Saipture which sustain
this teaching of Genesis.

3. Genesis and the rest of Saipture
teach us furthermore that in the beginning there was only God. Matter is not
eternal. God existed before time began.
He was there and gave creation its beginning in a dimension that reckons with and
is regulated by the Bow of time. In this
connection we need only to remind ourselves of the familiar psalm verse: "Before
the mountains were brought forth or ever
Thou hadst formed the earth and the world,
from everlasting to everlasting Thou art
God." (Ps. 90:2)
4. Just as Genesis and the rest of Scripture insist that God made the world when
He alone existed, so they also teach that
God did not make heaven and earth out
of preexistent material. Whatever the relationship of the rest of the chapter ( where
God is said to let the earth or water produce something) is to the first verse (in
the beginning God aeated the heaven and
the earth), there was no preexistent substance or matter that antedated the aeative
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Word of God. John 1:3; Rom. 4:17; Heb.
11: 3 explicitly tc:ich the nonexistence of
anything which served God as material in
originating all things. Scripture teaches
a crealio ex 11ihilo.
Genesis and the rest of Scripture furthermore indicate this unique aaion of God
in bringing forth and ordering the universe
by reserving the verb ba,11 only for God as
subject or agent. The same holds true of
the New Testament use of the verb x"tttoo.
Scripture indeed uses other verbs, such
as "t0 form" and "to make," in speaking
of God's creative work which denote
aaions of which man also is capable.
Many of the passages that we have quoted
above use these verbs. They also occur in
Gen. 1 and 2. The fact is that no human
vocable is capable of expressing this divine
action because it transcends all human experience. Every verb in our vocabulary
falls short of expressing the miraculous
aeative act of God. Even the word bara
is found in cognate languages to mean:
ro scrape, tO mold, to form; that is, tO
denote aaion predicated also of man. But
when Scripture reserves this particular verb
t0 denote what God alone can do, we are
justified in regarding it as a shorthand
symbol of that divine activity which "calls
into existence the things that do not exist"
so that "what is seen was made out of
things which do not appear." (Rom. 4: 17;
Heb. 11:3)
God aeated through His Word. He
spoke, and it was there. Von Rad says:
"'The mnception of creation by means of
the Word is to be taken as an interpretation of h11r11." H In telling us this, ScripH P. 142. On page 47 be ays: "Ir means
a aeative aaivic,, which 011 prindple is withow: aaalo.11. Ir is correct 10 •J char die verb
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ture does not make the mystery any less.
But it docs enforce some of the factors
whid1 we have already mentioned. Because creation comes into existence by
the Word of God, it is distinct from God.
"The only continuity between God and His
work is His Word" (Ibid.). And yet creation by His Word establishes a very close
relationship of that which He has made
to Him. It is His very own, made tO serve
His purpose. (Cf. ls. 48:13; Ps. 33:6;
Heb. 11:3.)
Genesis 1 and 2 relate some of the words
spoken by God in the process of creation.
We do not have a record, however, of the
words which He spoke when He created
heaven and earth in 1: 1. Perhaps we can
say that the phrnse heaven and earth denotes the matter or material which further
obeyed the creative commands of God. The
injunctions of God, "Let there be" or "Let
the earth bring forth" tell of God's will
IH,r11, create, contains both the idea of complete
effonlessness and crc11tio ox nihilo, since it is
never connected with any sratemenr of the material. The hidden pathos of this statement is that
God is the Lord of the world. Bur nor only in
the sense that He subjected a preexisting chaos
ro His will!"
In his interpretation of the Gospel of John,
Rudolf Bultmann comments on John 1:3:
Mir Nachdruck wird also sesasr, class
alles,
ohne Ausnahme, durch den logos gesc:haffen
ward; iiber du Wie und Wann aber fehlr jede
Reflexion. Du ilytvno isr reiner Ausdruck des
Schopfungsgcdankens und schliessr den Emanationsgedanken ebenso aus wic die Vontelluns
von einer unpriinslichcn Dualirlir von Liehr und
Pinsternis und von der Enarehuns der Weir aus
einem rrqischen
Ausgeschlossen
M""achre.
isr auch die griechiscbe
Anschauuns, die die Welt aus der Korrelation
von Form und S10ff begreifen will; die Schopfuns isr nichr die Ordnung ciner chaotischen
Marerie, sondern die xa."af30>.l1 x6aµou ( 17:
24), lirHlio 11x nihilo. (Rudolf Bultmann, D,u
Bwn,,111litlm tl11s Job11,,,,11s, 12th ed. Gottiqen:
Vandenhoedr: & Ruprecht, 1953), p. 20.
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for the development of each of His creations. The earth and the sea are said to
produce the plant and animal world; even
man is formed from the earth. But the
ability of plant life to be alive in producing
fruit and seed for the continuation of itS
living organism, the life principle of animals and man, and man's image of God
were not inherent in the material world
but were created by the fiat will of God.

5. Genesis and the rest of Scripture
teach that we live in a world whose vast
foKes are not autonomous. We are not
viaims of the haphazard whims of chaos.
God bolds the world that He has created
in the hollow of His band. This fact saves
us from despair and a pessimistic worldview which subjects man to brute and
arbitrary powers. It also guards us against
idolatry and the deification of nature.
6. Genesis and the rest of Scripture teach
that nature, material things, even our
bodies, are not to be despised. The refrain
"It is good" after each creative word of
God guards against a spiritualization which
regards the tangible creation as of questionable value or even as an imprisonment
from which we are to escape.
7. Genesis and the rest of Scripture
teach that evil is "not ontological, a necessary part of being; evil is historical, something that is not necessary but that is
actual." lG While neither Genesis nor
Scripture anywhere for that matter solves
the mystery of the origin of evil, it rules
out every form of dualism, that is, the
thought that good and evil oppose one
another as separate and independent forces.
Evil did not develop, it happened.
111 Jack Finegan, .If P111b Tbro•1b G•••sis
(New York: Harper and Biothers, 1962), p. 23.
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8. Genesis and the rest of Scripture
teach that God created and endowed man
in a way that was especially good above
the "It was good" applied to the other
creatures. Man received the capacity to
respond to God in perfect accord with His
will. Man could praise his Creator by a
higher type of obedience than any other
being. Somewhat in the role of God's
representative or vice-regent, man, created
in God's image, was to have rule over creation 11Dd make it serve His purposes.

9. Genesis and the rest of Scripture also
teach that man ruined this blissful concreated relationship with his Creator. The
disruption of this bliss and the following
negation of God's original purpose came
as the result of the disobedience of the
first man and the first woman that God
created. There were no other creatures like
them who were made in the image of God
and who for a time at least preserved it
intact.
There may be a problem in determining
at what point in the opening chapter of
Genesis the word dam should be translated "man" or "mankind" in general and
at what point this word becomes a proper
noun, a Mr. Adam. But the account of the
Fall leaves no doubt that only two individuals were involved. later we are told
that this individual, named Adam in the
account, begot sons, that is, individuals in
his image.
Scripture clearly derives the need of all
men for a restoration to the primeval relationship to God from the fall of the .first
parents of man. The actuality of the fall
of Adam and Eve, two individuals, is the
unargued presupposition for the lost condition of all men and of the necessity of
a Savior from sin. The insistence that there
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is only one Savior is predicated on the faa
that there was only one through whom the
need of redemption arose. This is the point
that is made in 1 Cor. 15:44-49, 57, as
well as in Rom. 5:12, 15-19 (cf. also
1 Tim. 2: 13, 14; 1 Cor. 11:8, 9). It is
quibbling and beside the point to argue
that because one "man" is mentioned,
whereas in reality it was a woman that
first broke the law of God, we need not
take seriously or literally the fact that
.Adam and Eve were individuals.
The points listed above do not exhaust
the tcaehing of Genesis which is corroborated, repeated, and interpreted in other
parts of Scripture. They do, however, constitute an irreducible minimum of what the
first pages of Holy Writ, regardless of form
or language, require us to believe because
it is also taught in other passages of the
inspired Word.
.A review of these doctrines also confirms our previous observation that the
references to acation are not designed
primarily to add to our knowledge regarding the processes involved in God's creative activity, but serve the express purpose
of Scripture: to make us wise unto salvation. Are we not justified in concluding
therefore that the Genesis account also is
not designed primarily to shed light on
the miraculous 'bow" of aeation but is
to be read in the great soteriological context of God's revelation?
.At the same time, these articles of faith,
ievealed by God as necessary for knowledge
of salvation, will not be called into question by the believing reader of His other
book, the book of nature. He is indeed free
to supplement what he reads in Scripture
by what he reads in the book of nature.
Prom the ancillary character of Scripture's
teaching about creation ( that is, primarily

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol36/iss1/27

as a basis and support of the teaching of
salvation) he can conclude that it leaves
facets of the nature of acated beings and
things and of the "how'" of creation undefined and subject to his inquiry. This
freedom also implies, as we have previously
noted, that he is aware that he is applying
hermeneutical principles that are based on
sight and reason. What he concludes and
sees will be in harmony with what he sees
with the eyes of his faith, as outlined in the
nine points above.
.And so there may be differences of
opinion on some points among those who
read by faith as well as by sight. We shall
mention only one question on which interpreters of Saipture and of nature reach
different conclusions. It concerns the term
"day" in Gen. 1 and 2. There are those who
claim that Scripture, if properly interpreted, does not demand that this term
denotes the lapse of time that we know as
determined from sun-up to sun-down. No
doubt they seek to establish this interpretation because of what they read in the book
of nature. But they also claim that this
view is in harmony with the book of Scripture if it is properly read. The following
points are made to support their contention:
1. Scripture does not say that the length
of the day was 24 hours, the lapse of time
measured today by the rising and setting
of the sun.
2. .Although Scripture speaks of evening
and morning, the usual designation of a
24-hour day, we must not press the
language, as little as we should insist on
a literal meaning of other figurative or
anthropomorphic terms that are used by
Scripture to report God's acative and
miraculous activity, e.g., the desaiption of
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heaven and earth as owing its origin to
the work of God's hands.

3. It is significant that the limits of
the seventh day are not given, indicating
that this "day" has not ended.
4. The word "day" is merely a part of
an extended figurative or anthropomorphic
description of what transpired at creation.
In the whole account of Genesis, God
employs human concepts and categories to
tell us what is far beyond our power of
comprehension. He can give us some inkling of what it means that He aeated all
things only if He describes the face of
this great miracle as a process enunciared
in human thought patterns.
Meredith Kline, a recognized scholar
and one of those who continue in the
J. Gresham Machen tradition, is an exponent of this view. In a recent article
he says:
'The divine author has employed the imagery of an ordinary week to provide
a figurative chronological framework for
the account of his [God's] creative acts.
And if it is a figurative week, then it is
not a literal week of twenty-four-hour dayL
Furthermore, once the figurative nature
of me chronological pattern is appreciated,
the literalness of the sequence is no more
sacrosanct than me literalness of the duration of the days in mis figurative week.
Whether the events narrated occurred in
the order of their narration would, u far
u the chronological framework of Gen. 1
is concemed, be an open exegetical question. The question is aaually closed in
favor of the nonchronological interpretation by the exegetical evidence of Gen.
25." 111
10

The question of the literary form and
framework of Gen. 1 is not new to the
church. Origen and Augustine had already
discussed it in the early church. Since the
latter suggested that aeation was insltmlaneom, he did not regard the form of
Gen. 1 as of the substance of the account.
The highly artistic arrangement of
Gen. 1 has also long been noted. While it
lacks the characteristic parallelism of
Hebrew poetry, a rhythmic balance is
patent in the overall symmetrical arrangement of its parrs. Charles Hauret's 17 diagram of the content of Gen. 1 is on the
next page.

In me Westminster Jo•mtll (November
1962), Edward J. Young, a colleague of
Kline, calls attention to the lack of a fully
consistent pattern in the phrases and the
sequence of the creative aets. His strictures
are worth noting, almough he recognizes
the existence of a general pattern of balance in the account. Without entering the
question whether be bas succeeded in invalidating the interpretation of the days
as a part of the figurative framework of
the account, we might call attention to the
faa that these divergent views were permitted to appear in the same journal.
In support of an artistic arrangement
of Gen. 1 and its schematic use of nwnber, the recurring and therefore symbolic
use of the number three is regarded as
significant: three times names are given
(l:S, 8, 10); three blessings (1:22, 28;
2: 3); three kinds of plants ( 1: 11, 12);
three kinds of animals (1:24, 25); three
times
is used in the aeation of man
(1:27); a verse, which in addition, has the

b••

Meiedith G. Kline, "Because It Had Not

llained" [Gen.2:5], Th• 'IV.slmuuln Tlnolo,;uJ Jo•rul, XX (Nov. 1957 10 May 1958),
156£.
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Prolosue (vv. 3-31):

~ and

key

Narrative proper (vv. 3-31): two sym.meuical periods of three days each:
Dav
1st

2d

3d

Works
1

2

{l

Ordering of
Lighc is separated
from darkness ( day
and night) (3-,)

Annomtmenrs of
Creation of che IUD ( for the
day) and the moon and scars
(for the nighc) ( 14-19)

The CV.'O abysses
(air and warer) arc
sepa.rared
(6-8)

ueacion of the birds ( for the
air) and of fish (for the sea)
(20-23)

6

Creation of the animals
and of man (24-31)

7
8

Dry land scparaccd
from rhe warery
areas (concinenc)
and the production
of rhe ala.nc (9-13)

Works

'

Dav
4th

'th

}

6th

Conclusion (2:1-3): the divine Worker resrs

distinaive feature of Hebrew poeuy,
Here indeed the six days are not only
mentioned but are clearly made the basis
parallelism.
The Jewish scholar Cassuto claims: "Ak- of instruction in righteousness. These paskadian and Ugaritic literature . • . prove sages have therefore been quoted by sinthat a series of seven consecutive days was cere believers in the authority of Saipture
coosidered a perfect period in which to as clinching the argument in favor of a
develop an important work, the action literal meaning of the days. They mainlasting six days and reaching its conclusion tain that in these instances a direct and
and outcome on the seventh day." 18
convincing parallel is established between
What about the rest of Saipture? Does the normal work days of man and the days
this interpretation do violence to other of the week of creation. If Scripture inexpress statements of God's Word?
terprets Scripture, then these verses should
In answer to these questions it is pointed be regarded as God's own commentary of
out that in the many passages describing what He says in Genesis: the days in the
or alluding to the making of heaven and aeation account must be taken as literally
earth that abound in the pages of the Bible as the days that elapse between Sabbaths.
there is a significant absence of references
Proponents of the figurative meaning of
to the 6-day period as an essential or in- the days who also want to be obedient to
tegral part of the teaching of creation nor Scripture are not unaware of the weight
is it used in suppon of the soteriological of this argument.10 But they are not conpurpose of Scriptural revelation. The
10 le should also be noted that they do noc
only exceptions are Ex. 29: 9-11 and Ex. 31:
deny thac the ac:counc .is ro be undentood u
12-17.
describing an actual event nor do they wish ID
V. Cunno, A Co,,.,,.,.,.,, o• lh• Booi
of C-ds (Jerualem: The Hebrew Univeisiry,
1961), p. 13. Cf. Theodor Schwegler, Di•
BilJisd# Ur1•sd,id,u (Munich: Veriassbuchhandluq Anton Pus1eC, 1960), p.,2.
18
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minimize the miraculous nature of God's ace of
creadon. Miracles are nor ro be reduced ID mere
mecapbon or 6sures of speech. The 6rsr verse
of Genesis cannot be made to ay: "In the beginning, ic was u if God created che heavens
and the earth.''
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vinced that these passages invalidate their
interpretation. In this connection Meredith Kline has the following to say:
Of greater significance for the life of
man than these merely literary devices is
the Sabbathic pattern of the overall structure of Gen.1:1-2:3. For the Creator's
way in the day that He made the earth
and the heavens must be the way of His
image-bearer also. The precise ratio of
man's work to his rest is a matter of followiq the chronological structure of the
revelation ia which God was pleased to
record His creation triumph. The aeons
of creation history could have been divided
into other than six periods. For tem•
porally the "days" are nor of equal length
(cf., e.g., the seventh "day" which is everlasting), and logically the infinitely diversified creative works were susceptible of
analysis into other than six divisions. But
the Creator in His wisdom, adapting the
proportions of the ordinance, it would
seem, to the constitutional needs of man,
chose to reveal His creative acts in terms
of six "days" of work followed by a seventh "day" of rest.
The divine demand for human unitarion inherent in the Sabbathic pattern of
that relevation becomes articulate in the
fourth [third] word of the decalogue. The
comparison there drawn between the divine original and the human copy is fully
satisfied by the facts that in each case there
is the Sabbathic principle and the six-one
ntio.20

Support for this view is also found in
Ex. 31:17, which reads: "In six days the
Lord made heaven and earth, and on the
seventh day He rested and flltU rafrashatl.•
IIO

Klille, pp. 154 f,
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The last clause literally means: to catch
one's breath as the result of exhaustion or
fatigue. This rather unusual verb form
occurs also in Ex. 23: 12, where it refers
again to the purpose of the Sabbath as the
day on which "the son of your handmaid
and the alien may be refreshetl.n In 2 Sam.
16: 14 we are told that "the king [David],
and all the people with him, arrived weary
at the Jordan; and there he rafreshetl himself." No one believes that this expression
in Ex. 31: 17 is to be taken in its literal
sense to mean that God was exhausted by
His work of creation and was in need of
refreshment. If this part of the verse is
clearly an anthropomorphism, do we not
have a good indication - so the argument
runs - that the immediately preceding
words about the days should be understood
in the same way?
This essay does not presume to have
given a definite answer. It has merely
sought to call attention to some significant
considerations that have a bearing on the
interpretation of the creation account and
to Jay down some principles within the
framework of which a solution of the
problem is to be sought.
At this point it appears that neither the
literal nor the nonliteral view regarding
the days of creation can incontestably be
demonstrated. To permit differing opinions to be held in this matter, does not,
however, impugn or vitiate the clarity or
perspicuity of Scripture. For as in the case
of every exegetical problem, only such an
interpretation can be declared untenable
as is clearly in conflict with other pertinent passages.
St. Louis, Mo.
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